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Absrract. This paper describe6 the adaptive estimation problem
based on ranks for the parameter of an ARMA process. Tbe local
asymptotic normality property with a ranked based central sequence
allows for the construction of estimators which are locally asymptotically minimax (LAM). By using a consistent estimate of the score
function, we obtain the adaptive estimators which are LAM and which
do not depend on the innovation density.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The present paper is concerned with the construction of adaptive estimators based on ranks for the parameter of an ARMA process. This process is
defined by
where ( E ~ ;t E Z) is a white noise, i.e. a family of i.i.d. random variables with
mean zero, variance a2 and density function g. As usual, it is assumed that the
parameter B,, = ( A l , ..., A,, B1, ..., B q ) ~ R P +isq such that the stationarity as
well as the invertibility conditions are fulfilled.
The adaptive estimation problem was the subject of several searchs since
1956. At this date, Stein discussed conditions under which adaptivity may be
possible. These conditions are verified in symmetrical location model (cf. Stone
[16]). Fabian and Hannan [5] reformulate some Stein's results in terms of
locally asymptotically normal families. A general method of constructing adaptive estimates was originally proposed by Bickel (21. The adaptive theory is
then developed for the class of i.i.d. random variables. For a bibliography, see
the monograph by Bickel et al. [3] and the referenoes therein.
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For dependent random variables, Kreiss [I21 provides adaptive estimates
for parameters in ARMA models when the innovation density is symmetric.
Then this author exploits the ideas of Stone [16j to construct adaptive estimates of parameters in AR models without the symmetry assumption (cf.
Kreiss [13]). Kreiss's work has recently been generalized by Drost et al. [4],
Jeganathan [9] and Rod and Schick [ll].
The objective of this article is to extend the approach by introducing the
rank-based procedures. Our asymptotic considerations are based on a local
asymptotic normality (LAN) property established by Hallin and Puri [8], and
our methodology utilizes the HAjek-Le Cam theory for locally asymptotically
normal families.
Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the notation and
reviews the technical assumptions. Section 3 states the LAN property of our
model with a ranked based central sequence. The construction of estimators
which are locally asymptotically minimax (LAM) is given in Section 4. This
construction relies on the availability of discretized root-n consistent preliminary estimates of 8,. Section 5 derives estimators which are LAM and which do
not depend on the innovation density. The proof of Proposition 5.1 is given in
Section 6.
2. NOTATION ANI) TECHNICAL ASSUMPTLONS

Let X'")= ( X I ,..., X,)be an observed series of length n and denote by
@"(OO) the hypothesis under which X(")
is generated by the model ( 1 ) . Denote
by Rf"(0,) the rank of the residual

-x:=,

among {Zj(6,);j = 1, ..., n), where L is the lag operator, A (L) = 1
A, I!
and B(L) = ~ + ~ ~ = , B ~ I ! .
We suppose that the vector ( 8 - , + , , ..., 80, X -,+
..., Xo)is observed or
that X,= 0, t 6 0.Such assumptions have no intluence on asymptotic results.
Then, under Hr)(dO),{Z1
(00),..., Zn(dO))is a white noise with probability
density function g.
Consider the rank autocorrelation coeficient associated with the density g:

,,

i = 0, 1, . .., n- 1, where G - l is the inverse of the distribution function G associated with g and defined by G-' (er) = inf {x: G(x) 2 u); the quantities q,(.)

and I(g) will be defined bellow in Assumptions (A.l).
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Throughout the paper we assume that the following assumptions hold:

ASSUMPTIONS
(A.1).
(i) For all X E R ,g(x) > 0, jxg(x)dx = 0 and O < Sxzg(x)dx = u2 < m.
(ii) There exists a h c t i o n g' such that g (b)- g (a)= f: g' (x) dx for all
- m < a < b < co (when g is differentiable,g' coincides a.e. with the derivative
dg/dx).

(iii) Letting qg= -gf/g, the Fisher information I (g) = 1[rp, (x)I2g (x) d x < m
is finite.
(iv) g is strongly unimodal.
...; .so;X - p + l ;...; Xo)has a nowhere vanishing joint density
(v)
go (', do) satisfying go 8("))-go (-, 8,) = up (I), under H!)(0,), as 0'") + 0,.
(vi) q, is piecewise Lipschitz, i.e. there exists a finite partition of R into
J non-overlapping intervals lj such that Icp, fx)- q, (y)( < A, lx -y[ for all
j = 1, ..., J and all x, ~ € 1 ~ .
( 7 ,

All the above assumptions are taken from Hallin and Puri [8].

3. LOCAL ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY

In this section we shall state the LAN property of our model. For this
purpose, let H r ) (80 + n- z(")) be the Iocal alternatives, where (z(")) = (y'"), a("')'
is a sequence of real vectors in RP+q such that SUP,(Z(")'Z("))
< a.
Denote by (I,@), .... $ $ P + q ) ; t E Z ) a fundamental system of solutions of
the homogeneous equation

Convenient choices of this system are given in Section 4 of Hallin and Puri [8].
Define the two matrices C*(8,) and W $(BO)whose elements are $1" and
Crn
t=l $fl @, i, j = I , .... p + q, respectively. Finally, let

where g i and hi are Green's functions associated with the two operators
A(L) and B(L), respectively. Note that all the above matrices are continuous
in 8 0 .

We now consider the vector of rank statistics

Then we have the following LAN property in an ARMA model with a ranked
based central sequence.

PROPO~ITION
3.1. Assume that (A.1) ( i H v ) hold. Let A = Ag$o+n-1/2,[n)ieo
be
the log-likelihood ratio for HF) (Bo + n- It%(")) with respect to- H':)(0,). Then,
under ):iH (go),

A = dm)'
A$")(8,)-$ o2 I (g) dn)'r (go)dn)+ op(1)

as n

a,

where
A:) (8,)

= uillz(g) M'

(go)Cb- (8,) n1j2Tf) (0,)

and

r (e,) = M' (00)cc

(80)W;(00)C; 100)M (00).

Moreover, the limiting distribution of A!) (go)under HF1(do)is N (0,a2I (g)r (do)).
For the proof see Proposition 4.1 of Hallin and Puri [XI.

H

As a consequence, we have the following corollary.
COROLLARY3.1. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.1 the two sequences of hypotheses HF)(B0) and Hf)(do+n-1i2z(n))are contiguous. In addition, the limiting distribution of A?) (9,) - CT' I (g)r (do)z(") under
H(g")(do+ n - l t 2dn))is N (0,a2I (g)r (9,)).
4 EXISTENCE ANI) CONSTRUCTION OF LAM ESTIMATORS

In this section, we shall construct estimators which are locally asymptotically minimax. The basic tool to derive their asymptotic normality is the
asymptotic linearity of the central sequence.

PROPOSITION4.1 (Asymptotic linearity). Assume that (A.l) hold. Let (On) be
a deterministic sequence such that n1i2(8,-go) is bounded by a constant c > 0.
Then, under @:)(do),
(4)

A f ) (9,) -A!) (9,)

+ a2I (g)r (8,) nft2(0, - 0,)

Proof. Set n1I2(8, - Go)
we have under Hf)(0,),

+

(5) nli"rtj (do a-

z("))-

= z(").B y

= o,

(1)

as n + co .

Proposition 5.1 of Hallin and Puri [8],

(do)]+ ~ ~(g)1(4)
~+bp))
1 =~0, (I)

as n -+ a,
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where
4

P

a?' =

yyl gi-

and

j= 1

by' =

C aj"' hi

-j.

j= 1

The proof of Proposition 4.1 follows from (5) because Tfl(-)is a linear
The treatment consists in decomposing the sum
combination of
into
=, +
(k is a fixed integer such that k < n- l), and in proceeding along the same lines as in the proof of Lemma 5.11 of Hallin and
Puri E81. H

a(-).

xl:

z:= z;I:+,

Let us now construct a sequence of LAM estimators which is based on
ranks. For this purpose, let (&I denote a discretized root-n consistent preliminary estimate of O,, i.e. a sequence of statistics such that
(i) n1I2(&, - 8,) = 0,( I ) , under H f ) (O,), as n 4 co .
(ii) The number of possible values of gn in balls of the form

remains bounded as n -,oo .
The root-n consistency condition is satisfied by all estimates usually considered in the context of ARMA models (see for example Fuller [6]), and the
local discreteness condition goes back to Le Cam [I41 and has become an
important technical tool in the construction of efficient estimators in semiparametric models; see Bickel et al. [3] and references therein.
PROPOSIT~ON
4.2 (Existence of LAM estimators). Assume that (A.1) hold.
Define

Then, under Hf)
(O,),

and the asymptotic distribution of nf/2(i?n-00)is N ( 0 , a - 2 1 - 1 ( g ) T - 1 ( 0 , ) ) .
Proof. The equality follows from (4), the discreteness of 8", and the fact
that r(&)
is consistent for T(0,).
By using the Cramer-Wald device and the limiting distribution of AF)(O,)
under HF)(OO),one readily obtains the asymptotic normality of estimators. sr
R e m a r k 4.1. The formula (6) gives an explicit form of LAM estimators
which are based on ranks. This result is also established with different manner
in Allal et al. El].

on

Re m a r k 4.2. The construction of in (6) supposes that a2 is specified.
Otherwise, we replace it by a consistent estimate.
7 - PAMS 222
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5. CI3NSTRUCTION OF ADAPTIVE ESTIMATORS BASED ON RANKS

In the previous section, we have constructed a sequence of LAM estimators which is based on ranks. This sequence explicitly depends on the innovation density g.
In order to obtain a sequence of estimators which is LAM and which is
independent of g, we construct a central sequence d("'(Bo)that does not depend
on the unknown density g and is equivalent to A!)(@,) in the sense that

a(")(9,) - A!) (13,) = o, (1), under

Hf' (B,),

as n -F co.

Our methodology consists in estimating the score function q,o G-' by
a consistent estimate 4,. Suppose that the following additidnal assumption is
satisfied.

ASSUMPTION
(A.2). There exists an estimate

8, of the score function

ip, o G-l, measurable with respect to order statistics of the residual and consis-

tent in the sense that

A possible estimate is given in Section VII.1.6 of Hkjek and Sidak 171 or in
Kim and Van Ryzin [lo]. In general, of course, many other examples are
available, which in principle can be considered as Iong as the consistency
condition is fulfilled.
We now consider the adaptive rank statistics

where
n

(8)

and

-

6:

= n-

t= 1

C [Zt (00)]2.
I=1

FROPOSITION
5.1. Assume that (A.2) holds. Then

under Hf) (O,), as n + CXI

.

The proof is rather technical and is given in Section 6. Now letting

where

A(")(8,) = 6, el2M' (8,) Cb- (go)nl/' T(")(0,),
f'("[")(Oo)
is computed by (3) when 4")(8,) replaces rjyj (8,).
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COROLLARY
5.1. Under the same assumptions as above, k t (g,)be a discrete
and root-n consistency sequence of estimators for 80. Then

(Fn)-A ~ (gn)
I
= oP(11,
under H r ) (00), as n + a.

Proof. The proof follows by Proposition 5.1 and some algebras.

1

Now we are ready to present the main result of the paper.
PROPOSITION
5.2. Assume that (A.1) and (A.2)hold. Let (&,) -be a discrete
and root-n consistency sequence of estimators for 0,. Define

8" = 8,+ n - 'I2
A

1; 9- (&) B(') (F,),
where fn and 6, are given by (S), when 07, replaces OO. Then, under Hr)(Oo),
Gi

'

and the asymptotic distribution of n112((in- 0,) i s N ( 0 , a-' I-' @) r- (60)).
P r o of. Since f, and 6, are consistent, we have, in view of the discreteness
of 81, and Proposition 4.1,
n'12 (8n-00)-a-V-1

+

= n1I2(Jn-eO)
= a-'

I-

(g)r-(Bo)df)(O,)
(g) r- (go)(2'"'
(gn)
-A?)

I-' (g) r- (go)(Af)

(00))+ op (I)

(gn)-A?) (Bo)+ a 2I (g) r (0,) n1i2(B", - 8,)) + o, (1)

The rest is obvious.
6. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5.1

In view of the consistency of

an and fn, it suffices to prove that

under Hf)(Bo), as a + oo. This latter summand can be decomposed into
A(")+B("),where

and
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Since, under HF1(B0),the vector of ranks and the vector of order statistics
are independent, the conditional mean value and the conditional variance of
A'"' and B("),given the order statistic Z(.,(Bo)of residual series, may be established. Particularly, for A'") we obtain

A simple computation yields

Using the fact that

jo [).(I.+a.

(%)I2

(3-1

n+l

and the fact that

one obtains A?) = o,(l), under Hf)(B0).
Consider now the following quantity:

du + 0 in probability
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The term A$) can be decomposed into

By using the consistency of 4, and some requirements, we can prove that
each term of the last decomposition converges to 0 in probability under
HF)(Bo). Thus, A t ) = o, (1), even under H r )(8,).
On the other hand,
-

Eoo rB(n)2/Z(.l
(60)l

Then we have

With the help of the fact that

( 1

2

- 1

i ( o - G 1
i= 1

n+l

and the fact that

one obtains Bf)= op(l), under Hf)
(8,).

+0

in probability
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A simiIar decomposition as for At1 entails that B t ) converges to 0 in
probability under HF)(O,). This completes the proof of the proposition.
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